Adding Suffixes
Add the suffix -ness or -ment to the underlined word in each box below to complete the sentences.

Elin stared with amazement

Skye was shocked by the

The brightness

at the night sky.

abruptness

dazzling.

Olly drank water as a
refreshment

after running his

race.
Maisie got the braveness

in Jay’s voice.

of the lights was

Children play with toys for their

Ellie’s shyness

enjoyment

when she was around new people.

.

got worse

Joe paid a £5 payment

Fruit and vegetables are full of

for his new football kit.

goodness .

Kim went for a hike in the

Jade and John had a

Hope had an appointment

wilderness

disagreement

at the doctors.

award for being brave at the
dentist.

with her Dad.

.
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Adding Suffixes
Add the suffix -ful, -ly or -less to the underlined word in each box below to complete the sentences.

Harry’s knee was painful

The night stars shone brightly

Hattie was very skillful

because he fell over yesterday.

in the darkness.

a football.

Mole’s are a sightless
Penguins are a flightless

bird.

animal,

because they spend most of their
time in the dark.

Faye found it hurtful

that she

was left out of her friends game.

Niamh had been worried but her
injection was painless

.

Marie was a thoughtful
Kate crept forward gingerly

.

girl,

she always looked out for
everyone.
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with

Georgia looked at Mum sadly
because she wanted the toy.

The light flickered dimly

.

The little mouse was powerless
against the fierce lion.
Like this? Find more differentiated
SPAG resources here.
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with

Georgia looked at Mum sadly
because she wanted the toy.

The light flickered dimly

.

The little mouse was powerless
against the fierce lion.
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Like this? Find more differentiated
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Adding Suffixes
Add the suffix -ment, -ness, -ful, -ly or -less to the underlined word in each box below to complete the sentences.

Jack’s memory wasn’t very good,

Mia loved climbing trees, she was

he was very forgetful

fearless

The freshness

.

Laura was always very helpful .

.

of the ice lolly felt Maya worked hard so one day

wonderful after a hot day.

she would be successful

The scooter rolled smoothly

With his dad’s encouragement

on the new tarmac.

Stanley ran fast.

Even though Leo was a lion, he

Greg walked awkwardly

was harmless

his new classroom.

.

Christmas always fills children

.

with excitement

, Jake always lost things, he was
careless

in to
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.

.

Princess Mary’s best quality was
her humbleness

.
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